Acoustic Engineer (m/f/d)

Join us on our mission making it easy for anyone to express themselves with exceptional sound. Whether at home, on stage, or in the studio, beginner or professional.

Our multi-disciplinary team is well-connected to the music industry, some of them even are active musicians or touring audio engineers. Our work begins with a devotion to technical excellence and ends with the microphone our customers love.

We value creative craziness, innovative thinking, flexibility, and good ideas over strict rules. Here at LEWITT, you can thrive in a respectful and agile environment with an environmentally-friendly no a-holes policy.

Did we already mention our modern office space with a rooftop panorama terrace and a recording studio that looks like a spaceship? No? It’s pretty epic. There’s also the option to work in your pajamas from home sometimes if you prefer, but to be honest our dress code is super casual anyways. Plus, we are representing more than 20 nationalities, a good chance to refresh your foreign language conversational skills, exchange recipes or talk about bands.

Your responsibilities

- Guide product design to achieve the targeted acoustic performance from start to finish
- Interactive teamwork with electronic engineer to derive circuit parameters
- Documentation and presentation of development process
- Testing microphones and capsules
- Definition of acoustic test setup for production
• Steady improvement of analysis and measurement methods

This is you

• Master of science or equivalent education in acoustics or physics
• 5+ years of working experience in industry, preferred audio
• Documentation skills and communication of technical concepts with clear and accessible language
• Knowledge of transducer architectures
• Strong problem-solving skills
• Knowledge of MATLAB for simulation and data analysis
• Experience in developing acoustic systems
• Hands-on experience in audio measurements and measurement tools
• Knowledge of lumped modeling of microphone

Good reasons to join

• Work and live in the world’s “most liveable city”. Relocation needed? We will help you with that!
• Home office options & flexible working hours
• Diverse areas of self-reliant work, that allow every person to unfold their creative potential.
• Personal and professional growth through a diverse set of tasks and challenging goals
• Global reach – the products tested by you are sold by retail worldwide and loved by professional sound designers, artists and avid hobbyists
• Modern office space with excellent travel connections (near U3 Johnstraße/Hüttdorferstraße) and a breathtaking 360° panorama terrace
• State-of-the art hardware
• An agile team that likes to encourage, challenge, and support you without any bureaucratic nonsense
• Sports program
• Employee discounts on LEWITT products, local benefits and access to our shockingly cool multimedia studio

Your performance is remunerated with a market-compliant salary of minimum EUR 3,500 (full-time, 40h per week), which we will adjust to your experience and qualifications.

Let's shape the future of audio together!

If you are ready to take on this challenge, click on the link or scan the qr-code and apply with your CV. Do not forget to let us know what excites you most about joining us. We look forward to your application. Make yourself heard!